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Visualizing adaptation debates dynamics in 
science, policy, and practice
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Adaptation/Mitigation at 
UNFCCC UNFCC COP15

Copenhagen (2009)



The protocol
The Pedofil of Boa Vista, Bruno Latour (1995), 
Common Knowledge 4(1)



Building up a corpus as a proxy for visualizing the UNFCCC process http:
//www.iisd.ca/vol12/
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A reasonably complete and trustful coverage of the whole “in” (official) process 



...following a writing process constrained by strict guidelines and templates...



...following a writing process constrained by strict guidelines and templates...



...following a writing process constrained by strict guidelines and templates...



...resulting in very standardized text format



Extracting lexical content of the collection of bulletins



Co-occurrence network analysis, clustering, identifying themes  



Le tournant de l’
adaptation UNFCC COP15

Copenhagen (2009)

http://www.medialab.sciences-po.fr/publications/misunderstandings/figure-1 
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Dataviz Sprints: 

exploring the dataset and questioning visualizations with issue experts



UNFCC COP15
Copenhagen (2009)

Results
http://www.medialab.sciences-po.fr/publications/misunderstandings/figure-1
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Results
http://labs.densitydesign.org/emaps/site/#/map/absolute-and-relative-visibility-of-issues-in-unfccc-negotiations-1995-2013 
http://www.medialab.sciences-po.fr/publications/misunderstandings/figure-10 
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UNFCC COP15
Copenhagen (2009)

The scientific assessment: mitigation and adaptation options



The scientific assessment: mitigation and adaptation options



The scientific assessment



UNFCC COP15
Copenhagen (2009)

Greenhouse gases emissions reductions and the Kyoto Protocol



Greenhouse gases



Kyoto Protocol commitments



Kyoto Protocol commitments



UNFCC COP15
Copenhagen (2009)

Fuels, energy and technology transfer, and clean development mechanism



The scientific assessment: mitigation and adaptation options



Fuels and transports



Energy and technology transfer



Carbon offsets and clean development mechanism



UNFCC COP15
Copenhagen (2009)

Fuels, energy and technology transfer, and clean development mechanism



Carbon sinks 1. LULUCF + saving Kyoto 



Carbon sinks 2. REDD + Bali Roadmap and post-Kyoto 



The scientific assessment: mitigation and adaptation options



UNFCC COP15
Copenhagen (2009)

Impacts, vulnerability, adaptation, and funding



Impacts, vulnerability, adaptation, and funding





Social and environmental impacts



Addressing adaptation and vulnerability as a policy objective



Addressing adaptation and vulnerability as a policy objective



Funding (adaptation) and equity



Funding (adaptation) and equity
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